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Uninor is a new mobile operator in the Indian Market that instigated its operations in 2008. It is joint
endeavor of Norway-based Telenor Group, which is 6th main and largest mobile operator world
wide and Unitech Group, which is second largest real estate company in India. Uninor provides
mobile telephony services in 22 circles of India and it also has won the scale to roll out telephony
services in 21 or 22 circles.  Uninor has profitable presence in 13 circles across India. Uninor online
recharge offers wide range of value added services for the consumers like Music Unlimited, Cricket
Unlimited, SMS Subscription services, uninor fun on voice, Uninor ringtone and My Caller Tune etc.

Uninor online recharge services provide best and tremendous talk time plans for the consumers.
There are many attractive packages for Uninor SMS pack. For recharging Uninor online, consumers
need to submit 10 digit numbers and select desired recharge amount for online recharge amenities.
Consumers also need to select the mode of payment like Netbanking, Credit Card and Debit Card
as well. Now, Uninor online prepaid recharge is accessible for all working and operating circles.

Uninor mobile service also provide 3G services in India but only in few circles of India with the
enterprise with 3G license holders. Uninor online recharge offers best package and services to
subscribers. Uninor tariff plans are made for youth. It has an economical plan in terms of calling and
messaging as well. Consequently, when Uninor entered in world of 3G every person thinks that
whether it is accessible to have the cheapest plan for that also. Uninor service provider knows the
requirement of youth and subscribers as well. Now days, youngsters give more preference to social
networking sites like downloading and uploading songs, pictures, wallpapers and movies through
internet. They also search for study material through Internet but very less.

The cheapest scheme, which Uninor provides to its subscribers to browse 3G, is Rs. 5 per day in
which you will simply get 30 MB usage free and after that when your free limit is over then you can
give 10 paisa for every 10 KB used. Consumers can easily check their balance by dialing *222*2#
from their mobile phone. Customers can also enjoy non-stop music by just paying Rs. 2.50
paisa/Day. This scheme offers music station, caller tunes and ringtones etc. Customers need to dial
52222 from their Uninor mobile number to activate this best and cheapest service.
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Rehashmorkey - About Author:
If you are really looking for best and cheapest a Uninor Online Recharge 3G Plans, feel free to visit
www.MobiKwik.com for our a Online Mobile Recharge services.
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